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On the cover

New club member, Joel Krewaz,

chats with interested onlookers from the front seat of his
immaculate 1990 Citroën 2CV. Photo by Brad Pillans
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President´s page
ppReport

A highlight of the French contingent
at Wheels was the beautifully-presented
red 2CV owned by new club member,
Joel Krewaz. The car features on the
front page of our newsletter this month,
and there are further details, below.

Bonjour Francophiles,
I filled up with diesel the other day and
paid around $2.20/litre at my local Caltex
Woolies servo – about average for the
Canberra-Queanbeyan region at the
moment. Let’s hope for an end to the war in
Ukraine, fairly soon!

Nicole Chamoun as Amanda and Thomas Jane as Ted
in the ABC series Troppo. Photograph: Daniel Asher
Smith (from The Guardian)

The 504 gets a fair bit rough treatment, but we
all know they can take it. I wonder if the car was
purchased outright for the series?

COVID-19 restrictions are easing further
and the government strategies seem to be
accepting that it’s something we just have to
live with – much like annual flu epidemics,
which kill quite a few people, too.
Outdoor events seem the safest way to
go and last month’s Shannons Wheels event
was a good case in point. Hundreds of
people (and cars) filled Queanbeyan
showground and while many people wore
masks, they were not mandatory. We had a
somewhat disappointing club turnout, with
just 6 cars on display. The overcast weather
and threat of rain may have deterred some
club members, but the day remained cloudy
without any rain and ‘a good time was had by
all’.
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With coronavirus restrictions easing, the
committee has decided to hold this month’s club
meeting back at our usual venue, the Raiders
Club, at 8 pm on Tuesday 22nd March, with dinner
and drinks from 7 pm. I look forward to catching up
with members who wish to attend.
Au revoir,

Good to see a 504 starring in Troppo,
the new detective drama series currently
screening on ABC TV. Set against a
north Queensland backdrop of cane
fields and croc-infested rivers, the
somewhat daggy 504 is right at home.
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Calendar

CLUB
EVENTS
2022

27 September French Car Club of Canberra AGM, Raiders Club,
1 Liardet St, Weston, with dinner from 7 pm and meeting at 8 pm.
23 October French Car Drive to Tidbinbilla Tracking Station or
Lanyon Homestead
25 October French Car Club of Canberra meeting, Raiders Club,
1 Liardet St, Weston, with dinner from 7 pm and meeting at 8 pm.
22 November French Car Club of Canberra meeting, Raiders Club,
1 Liardet St, Weston, with dinner from 7 pm and meeting at 8 pm.

French Car Drives in 2022

22 March French Car Club of Canberra meeting, Raiders Club,
1 Liardet St, Weston, with dinner from 7 pm and meeting at 8 pm.
24 April French Car Drive to Gunning; brunch at Merino Café
26 April French Car Club of Canberra meeting, Raiders Club,
1 Liardet St, Weston, with dinner from 7 pm and meeting at 8 pm.

Hopefully this year the territory borders will remain open and we will be
able to travel and gather for social outings. I am planning now for our
regular “French Car Drives”, aimed to create opportunities for us to use
our concessionally registered cars. Cars, and owners, of all ages are
welcome. More details closer to the time of each drive.
Lisa Molvig, Social Secretary Reno1338@hotmail.com

24 May French Car Club of Canberra meeting, Raiders Club,
1 Liardet St, Weston, with dinner from 7 pm and meeting at 8 pm.
19 June Battle of Waterloo, Spanish Australia Club, Narrabundah
26 June French Car Drive. Afternoon tea at Breizh Café in Ainslie
http://www.breizhcafecreperie.com/
17 July All French Car Day, Silverwater Park, off Clyde St East,
SYDNEY. Contacts: Ross 0499 708108 or Chris 0412 306504
26 July French Car Club of Canberra meeting, Raiders Club,
1 Liardet St, Weston, with dinner from 7 pm and meeting at 8 pm.
23 August French Car Club of Canberra meeting, Raiders Club,
1 Liardet St, Weston, with dinner from 7 pm and meeting at 8 pm.
28 August French Car Drive to winery in Murrumbateman
27 September French Car Club of Canberra AGM, Raiders Club,
1 Liardet St, Weston, with dinner from 7 pm and meeting at 8 pm.
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February French Car Drive

Events

Lisa Molvig
We enjoyed a very pleasant time with members of
FCCC and Rover club meeting at As Nature Intended
café in Dairy Road Precinct, Fyshwick. We had an
outdoor covered area for our gathering, suitable for
these times. There were 9 people from each of the two
clubs. French cars attending included Citroen Xantia
wagon, R12 wagon, P205GTi and RCZ.

Shannons Wheels event
The annual Shannons Wheels display was held at Queanbeyan
Showground on Sunday 6 March. After a week of heavy rain, we were lucky
to be able attend this event. The display of local motoring car clubs covered
the diversity of marques and eras and raised funds for local charities. The
challenges of entering the showground had been solved for this year and
there were no major queues to get into the venue. Our club display included
6 French cars (2CV, P306, P505, P508, R12, Alpine 110) and one French
bicycle (Peugeot).

Pictures by Lisa Molvig and Brad Pillans
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CLASSIFIEDS

Wrecking

Peugeot 404 1967 sedan

Sunroof, nice early 404 front bumper; damaged roof; rusty rear.
Colin Handley 0414 484 398

For sale, parts and wrecking

Classifieds
Classifieds

If you want to advertise something for sale or simply offer
items free to a good home, then this is a good place to let
other club members know.
We decided to start the new year with a ‘clean sheet’, so
most of last year’s ads have been removed.
Please contact either Colin Handley (0414 484 398) or Brad
Pillans (0427 662 112) to place an ad.

For sale

Peugeot 203 station wagon

203 Station wagon 1954 sapphire blue and white 2-pack paint,
redone interior, strong motor, reco gearbox and brakes. On full
NSW rego. $15,000. Reluctant sale, due to health, Keith 0405
388 602

Peugeot 203C 1956 sedan

Green paint, brown leather seats, v good condition, all round
strong 403 engine, on Braidwood club reg, $12,000. David
0458-262743

Wanted

Set of 404 wide sedan wheels
Richard Adams 0403-666698

FRENCH CAR TORQUE
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Rare French marques

I’ve also found this Wikipedia page which lists hundreds of “Defunct
Motor Manufacturers in France”:

Lisa Molvig

So, there is a lot of material for articles. If you know someone locally
with a French car by one of these “defunct manufacturers”, please let
me know.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Defunct_motor_vehicle_manufacturers_of_France

History

In early March I sent an email to members asking for feedback
on rare French marques, particularly with examples in Australia. All
of us know Citroën, Peugeot, Renault as they are still in production.
But what about all the other French marques which have come and
gone in the past centenary or more?
Thanks to all the members (Colin, Flash, Joel, Mike, Peter,
Fred) who have sent to me lists of French marques, and links to
ones in Australian museums and private collections. I am starting to
research these and will write articles in future magazines.
Some of the marques mentioned to me so far include Amilcar,
Brasier, Bugatti, CGV (Charron, Girardot, Voigt), Clement Panhard,
Cosuriga, Darracq, De Dion Bouton, Dexter, Georges Rickard,
Hispano Paris, Hotchkiss, Hurtu, La Buire, Lorraine-Dietrich, Majola,
Mignonette Laup, Motobloc, Nacke, Panhard et Lavassor, Simca,
Turcat-Mery, Voisin. The list could go on…

FRENCH CAR TORQUE
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Does anyone have contact
details for the Talbot Darracq owner
who attended the Battle of Waterloo
event last year?
Photos of the Talbot-Darracq at last
year’s BOW, by Lisa Molvig and Brad
Pillans
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Peugeot 308 voted supreme
winner of the Women’s World
Car of the Year
Newspress, 8 March 2022

News

The Women's World Car of the Year is the only
international award made up exclusively of women motoring
journalists. It was established in 2009 by New Zealand
broadcaster Sandy Myhre, who currently serves as Honorary
President.
The aim of this unique award is to recognise the best cars
of the year and to give a voice to women in the automotive
world. The voting criteria are based on the same principles that
guide any driver when buying a car. It is not "the woman's car"
because such a concept does not exist, but a car for everyone.
Aspects such as safety, quality, price, design, ease of driving
and environmental footprint among others are taken into
account when voting.
This year, journalists of the WWCOTY have chosen the
Peugeot 308 as the World's Best Car, and the announcement of
the winner coincided with International Women's Day.
Before casting their votes, the 56 motoring journalists from
40 countries tested dozens of models and evaluated every
detail. In the first round of voting, the best cars in each category
were chosen from a total of 65 candidates. The winners were:
Peugeot 308
Kia Sportage
BMW iX
Ford Mach-E
Audi e-Tron GT
Jeep Wrangler 4xe

Best Urban Car and overall winner
Best Family SUV
Best Large SUV
Best Family Car
Best Performance Car
Best 4x4

Here is a selection of juror’s comments:
"The Peugeot 308 is an automobile that offers just about everything you
could want in a car. It drives very well and it's hard to believe there's only a
1.2-litre engine under the bonnet of most versions," Sandy Myhre, NZ
"It is easy to drive even in the narrow streets of Japan. Its turbo engine is
extraordinary and quiet," Etsuko Kusuda, Japan.
“All in all, the 308 is a reliable and predictable car, without being boring. It
steers directly and has a very short turning circle, which is ideal for the city.
PEUGEOT has thought about the best driving position for the
driver,” Rowan Peperkamp, Netherlands.
"It is not an expensive dream car for the lucky few, but a car that most
families can afford," Malene Raith, Denmark.
"Peugeot has been able to seduce families with a well-thought-out
proposition and a very striking image, but also to win over those looking for
different powertrains: petrol, diesel, plug-in hybrid and an EV coming next
year,” Carla B. Ribeiro, Portugal.

In the second round, these finalists were used as the basis
for the selection of World's Best Car 2022 – the Peugeot 308.

FRENCH CAR TORQUE
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Saved from the wreckers:

A very nice Peugeot 206 GTi
Richard Morgan

Technical

One more day and it would have gone! But our much loved 206
GTi has had a reprieve. This is how the problem developed and how it
was solved. (The strategy may well be applicable to other cars).
On a trip back from Sydney, both the alternator and the battery
light showed on the dashboard. It seemed that there was a leak in the
power steering pump (or the line). Oil had apparently been leaking
slowly onto the alternator, causing its eventual demise. The car
ground to a halt.









What to do? I thought it would be straightforward. A new
alternator was purchased through Bill McNamee. (This is the way to
do it. You get the right part at the right price). But really, the power
steering line needed to be repaired or replaced as well, which is a
major problem.



It turns out that a new power steering line from the reservoir to the
steering rack is virtually unobtainable. (Remember, it’s an old model).
Also, removing the existing line for repair is a nightmare. Much of the
car needs to be dismantled to get access. No one wants this job!



There was further bad news from hydraulic repair firms: Pirtek,
Enzed and Hydraulink. All suggested that they would need the fully
removed power steering line to do any repair.
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My personal strategy (not to be attempted by the faint hearted) was:
Disconnect the power steering line from the reservoir. (16mm)
Observe the crimped fittings joining the metal line (10mm diameter) to
the high pressure hose. Brace yourself for a major effort to remove.
Locate a piece of timber on which to place the crimped piece closest to
the reservoir. (Also, locate a helper of patient disposition. This good
soul acts as safety officer, a morale booster and an assistant while you
attempt to remove the crimped piece).
Using a small air hacksaw with good blades and where necessary an air
powered mini cut off wheel, attempt to destroy the crimped piece. Don’t
damage the 10mm metal pipe. This job is difficult, but possible.
On completion of this stage, the short metal pipe to the reservoir is
removed
Now to the crimped fitting at the other end of the high pressure hose,
(which is around 380mm long). A piece of timber (eg. ply) placed
vertically against the radiator prevents a potential disaster. Both you and
your assistant need to be fully focused. There is no room for a lack of
concentration or error.
Use the air hacksaw, or for wild visual effects, the air powered mini cut
off wheel, to destroy the crimped fitting. Use great care. Safety for
yourself and your assistant is everything.
Remove the power hose from the section of 10mm pipe which
disappears down the side of the radiator, then underneath the vehicle,
and eventually to the steering rack.
Take the small section of pipe to the reservoir, and the removed 380 mm
long power hose to Pirtek, where happily, the Manager (Luke) believes
that the situation is not irretrievable. Apparently I’d been ill advised at
least five times!
Now you have a choice: Get Pirtek to pay you a home visit. (The small
pipe closest to the reservoir will have a new crimped fitting on a new
piece of power hose. Another fitting for the 10mm pipe still attached to
the car (a metric compression fitting, will also be ready). .Watch a pro at
work, but have your Visa card handy.
OR, if you’re more confident of your skills, take the parts from Pirtek, and
do it yourself. Make sure that alignment of the parts (i.e. the 10mm pipe
from the reservoir, plus the new power hose with metric compression
fitting, plus the long 10mm pipe to the steering rack, is good). There is
little flexibility, so the dimensions and angles must be right.
Replenish the reservoir with Dexon 3 fluid.
If there are no leaks (and there shouldn’t be, given your determination,
your level of care and expenditure), it’s now time to rejoice. Warmly
thank your assistant.
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What money could buy in 1953

206 GTi saga (cont)
Conclusion: This is a repair which two highly competent
professional repair people were, understandably, reluctant to
undertake. Our good Peugeot 206 GTi was condemned….
but happily, it’s now going well with a new alternator and
rejuvenated power steering.

Technical

Plus there were some unexpected additional benefits:
my self-esteem and pride have gone through the roof. And
my wife, Bev, is very happy, too!

Above: Bev Morgan gives
the thumbs up on a job
well done.
Left: the new Pirtek hose
fitted to the power steering
line.
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New Renault models: Austral,
Arkana Line & Koleos Black
Newspress
th

8 March 2022, Boulogne-Billancourt (France): Renault
unveils its all-new electric SUV hybrid, the Austral. No word yet
on when it will come to Australia…

8th March 2022, Sydney: The sharp-looking Renault Koleos
Black Edition joins the Koleos range for MY22, sitting between the
Zen and Intens 4x2.
In addition to the Zen variant’s already healthy equipment list,
the Black Edition gains 19” dark-grey alloys, gloss black roof rails &
door mirrors, sidesteps, ‘Limited’ badging, French flags on the Bpillar, a hands-free powered tailgate and a choice of metallic paint
colours including Black (naturally), Grey, or Universal White.

News

The car is powered by the same 2.5 litre petrol engine CVT
(Continuously Variable Transmission) that is shared across the
Koleos range.
Glen Sealey, General Manager of Renault Australia says
“While SUVs are, by far, the most popular vehicle choice for
families, that doesn’t mean you have to leave style out of the
buying process. We feel the Black Edition allows for style and
practicality in one compelling package.”
Full story: World premiere All-New Renault Austral - the ‘Nouvelle
Vague’ tech SUV | Newspress Australia

The Koleos Black Edition is strictly limited to 400 units and is
currently available at a national drive-away price of $42,000.
Full Story: 2022 Koleos Black Edition arrives | Newspress Australia

nd

2 March 2022, Sydney: The new Arkana R.S. Line
variant has joined the range for MY22, boasting unique sports
styling both inside and out; priced from $42,090 RRP.

Full story: Renault Arkana R.S. Line arrives | Newspress Australia

FRENCH CAR TORQUE
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Renault FT Light Tank
Australian War Memorial

News

The French 'Char Renault' (referred to during the war as
the Renault FT, and generally post-war as the FT 17) is widely
regarded as the first tank to display modern tank qualities such
as a fully rotating, 360 degree turret mounting a commander's
cupola, a separate engine compartment to the crew
compartment and the capability of fitting larger weapons and a
future wireless set. It had very good cross country and vertical
climbing performance.
This particular vehicle was transported to Australia in the
early 1920s as a gift from a grateful French Government, after
seeing service on the European Western Front during World
War I (1914-18). The exact nature of the vehicle's service is
currently unknown. However, it clearly suffered major
incapacitating battle damage.
The tank now forms part of the extensive collection held by
the Australian War Memorial in Canberra.

DESCRIPTION: Light, two man tank with riveted, flat armoured
plates. It has a fully rotating, manually operated, one man turret
which has been fitted with an 8mm Hotchkiss, machine gun. This
turret is the first main production 'Berliet' type, constructed from flat
plate armour. There are split access hatches for the commander
fitted in the rear of the turret. The commander either stands within
the turret or can be seated on a (missing) canvas sling. There is a
commander's cupola fitted to the roof of the turret. The driver sits
on a cushion fitted to the floor of the vehicle with a sling back
(missing) and his entry point is through split hatches fitted into the
front hull roof. The driver also has a hinging visor which can be
raised to assist visability. Steering is by hand levers, brakes and
clutch.
The tracks are all steel and coil springs are fitted to the front
sides of the vehicle which assist in keeping the tracks tensioned.
The running gear consists of six return rollers and nine road wheels
fitted to each side. The road wheels are mounted into three paired
bogie sets and one triplet. This triplet bogie is the first bogie fitted
and is next to the front idler wheel. The large front idler wheel is
steel rimmed and made up from laminated timber segments. The
steel drive sprocket is mounted at the rear. The four cylinder, liquid
cooled petrol engine is fitted at the rear and develops thirty five
horse power. It has a cone clutch and a four speed Renault
gearbox with one reverse gear. The exhaust system is mounted on
the starboard side towards the rear of the vehicle and consists of a
cylindrical muffler and short piece of offset exhaust pipe. This
vehicle is missing the crew compartment floor, which leaves the
engine and gear box connecting cables exposed. It is also missing
its internal ammunition stowage. The vehicle's radiator has been
penetrated by a large calibre shot.
The vehicle has been painted post-war in the late 1918 French
three colour disruptive camouflage scheme of yellow, green and
brown with each colour separated by a thin black outline
Source: Renault FT Light Tank | Australian War Memorial (awm.gov.au)

[Thanks to Lisa Molvig for bringing this story to my notice – Ed.]
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Peugeot enlightenment
Brad Pillans

News

Peugeot was a Major Partner for the recent Enlighten Festival
2022, which ran from 4-20 March, in Canberra. The festival included
a variety of events, including the Canberra Balloon Festival,
Enlighten Illuminations, Van Gogh Alive and Symphony in the Park.
As part of the Enlighten Illuminations program, Peugeot
Australia welcomed attendees to the Peugeot Escapade Village,
where the new Peugeot 3008 GT Sport Plug-In Hybrid AWD and
Peugeot 508 GT Fastback Plug-in Hybrid made their first
appearance at a brand event, following the official launch of the new
models on Wednesday 2nd March. Aligning to the theme of the
Enlighten Illuminations and taking inspiration from the vehicle's
electric technology, the plug-in hybrid models were also
incorporated into a bespoke light display named Darkness to
Sparks hosted each evening after sunset at the Peugeot stand.

Kate Gillis, Managing Director Peugeot Australia, said: "We
are extremely pleased to be partnering with Events ACT and the
Enlighten Festival for 2022. We see strong opportunities for
growth in the ACT market particularly with the recent launch of
our plug-in hybrid range and after the successful appointment of
John McGrath Auto Group to the Peugeot Dealer Network in
2021.”
Sue and I had decided to attend the Van Gogh Alive
exhibition in a huge pavilion, featuring big screens (below) and
accompanying music - a fabulous way to view iconic artworks.
Predictably, we also dropped in to see the Peugeot display,
that included the 3008 and 508 hybrids. However, while we might
have been there for the cars, the display was more about holiday
packages and the person I spoke with was more interested in me
scanning the QR codes for the holidays than talking about cars.
Disappointing!

Peugeot Escapade Village display. Photo: Brad Pillans
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Minutes
Minutes

French Car Club of Canberra Inc
General Meeting
25 January 2022
MINUTES

1. Present
Brad Pillans
Lisa Molvig
Leigh McEwan
Ross Stephens
Bernard Wright
Colin Handley
Neil Sperring
Neil Birch
Richard Morgan
Luke Baker
Nick Baker
2. Apologies
Greg Francis, Paul Jones
3. Introduction
The meeting opened at 8.02 pm.
Brad welcomed everyone and invited Luke Baker to
introduce himself as it was his first meeting.
Luke is restoring a 504, which he is about half way
through, he also has a 205GTi in storage. His (and
Nick’s) father started with 203s and 403s a long
time ago, so Peugeots are in the family’s blood.
Nick told the meeting of some of his experiences
restoring a 403, his current project.
4. Minutes of the previous meeting
Lisa noted an error in the minutes, Barry McAdie
was not in the list of those present even though the
minutes indicate he participated in the meeting
Brad moved that the corrected minutes of the
November meeting be accepted as a true and
accurate record of the meeting, seconded Lisa
Molvig. Carried.
Matters arising to be dealt with during the meeting
as is our usual practice.

FRENCH CAR TORQUE

5. Financial Report
Our Account balance with Bendigo Bank is $18,523.66.
Neil Birch moved that the report be accepted, seconded by
Bernard Wright. Carried.
6. General Business
Council of ACT Motor Clubs:
Neil Sperring said last week’s meeting of the Council of
ACT Motor Club (CACTMC) was cancelled; nothing new to
report. Their web site events page is being updated
Social events:
Lisa said next event is the French Car drive to Googong on
Sunday 27th February, the café visit maybe skipped
depending on our feelings about COVID.
Shannons Wheels 2022 is a week later at the Queanbeyan
Showgrounds; all entrances should be open this year. For
more details see the Club Events Calendar in the Magazine.
The next Club meeting will be a BBQ at 6 PM on Tuesday
22/2/22 at Colin Handley’s and Bob Shackley’s shed in
Queanbeyan. The club will provide sausages; BYO drinks
French Car Day:
The French Car Day display last November went well.
Numbers were down on previous years, but we still had a
few interstate visitors. See Brad’s Presidential report in
January FCT.
Magazine:
The January issue was shorter than most; Brad thanked
Lisa for copy.
Web site:
Leigh had nothing to report.
Other business:
Richard asked Luke if he needed any 504 parts, he has
some and he would prefer someone used them rather than
throwing them out.
Lisa said the Moss Vale Peugeot dealer had changed
hands but many of the staff still there and providing good
service. Brad will get more information about the new
Canberra Dealer for a future edition of FCT.
7. Meeting close/next meeting
The Meeting closed at 8.43 pm.
The next club meeting will be an informal one, at the Shed
in Queanbeyan at 8pm on Tuesday 22nd February 2022.
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“NO ONE KNOWS YOUR
P A S S I O N L I K E S H A N N O N S.”

The passion, the pride of ownership, the sheer emotional attachment – no one understands it better than
Shannons. So when it comes to insurance for your special car, daily drive, bike or even your home, there’s
only one person you should talk to – a fellow enthusiast at Shannons. And remember, you can pay your
premium by the month at no extra cost.
So call Shannons for a

quote on 13 46 46.

INSURANCE FOR MOTORING ENTHUSIASTS | CALL 13 46 46 FOR A QUOTE | SHANNONS.COM.AU
Shannons Pty Limited ABN 91 099 692 636 is an authorised representative of AAI Limited ABN 48 005 297 807, the product issuer. Read the Product Disclosure Statement before buying this insurance. Contact us for a copy.

